This report summarizes computational model development and simulations results for a series of isotope exchange dynamics experiments including long and thin isothermal beds similar to the Foltz and Melius beds and a larger non-isothermal experiment on the NENG7 test bed. The multiphysics 2D axi-symmetric model simulates the temperature and pressure dependent exchange reaction kinetics, pressure and isotope dependent stoichiometry, heat generation from the reaction, reacting gas flow through porous media, and non-uniformities in the bed permeability. The new model is now able to replicate the curved reaction front and asymmetry of the exit gas mass fractions over time. The improved understanding of the exchange process and its dependence on the non-uniform bed properties and temperatures in these larger systems is critical to the future design of such systems.
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We would also like to thank Paul Spence, Greg Wagner, Chris Moen for advice and program guidance. [28 and 29] conducted both D→H and H→D exchange experiments and these data were used to verify and calibrate the exchange model. In this work, hydrogen and deuterium isotopes exchange was simulated using the commercial finite element code, COMSOL [30] . Because the F&M experiments were nearly isothermal and isobaric, they serve as excellent data sets with which to develop a simplified model that is later extended to more complex exchange systems with significant pressure and temperature excursions.
TABLES
The isothermal model matches well at room and high temperatures. However, for the cold temperature case, the model does not match well. This is likely due to the limiting exchange mechanism transitioning from surface kinetics to bulk diffusion for these colder temperatures.
With the verified reaction kinetics for room and high temperature regimes with the isothermal
Governing Equations
Since our modeling and simulations of isotope exchange involves flow, chemical transport, chemical kinetics, and heat transfer, we must solve a set of highly coupled equations. As noted previously, our model uses the COMSOL [30] multi-physics framework to numerically solve the equations being discussed in this section. Moreover, while all our simulations are in twodimensional axi-symmetric geometry, for completeness, we state the general form of the equations in the following sections.
Flow
We use the standard Darcy flux equation to model the flow of compressible, non-isothermal gas flow through a packed Pd bed. In general, the conservation of mass equation can be written as:
where t (sec) is time, θ is the Pd bed porosity, ρ (g/cm 3 ) is the mixture gas density, ‫ݑ‬ ሬԦ (cm/sec) is the velocity vector, and Q m (g/cm 3 -s) is the volumetric mass source. In absence of gravity, Darcy flux equation can be stated as:
where k (cm 2 ) is the bed permeability, µ (g/cm-s) is the mixture gas dynamic viscosity, and p (barye or dynes/cm 2 ).
Bed Permeability
The basic form of the permeability, in this work, is based on Carman-Kozeny equation, as stated in Kaviany [31] :
Where κ (cm 2 ) is the permeability, d=6/A s (cm) is the mean particle diameter, and A s (1/cm) is the particle specific surface. For packed bed of spherical particles having a narrow size distribution, Kaviany [31] suggests:
While Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 treat the bed permeability as constant, the packing process causes the permeability to vary axially and radially. To estimate this non-uniformity a simple spatially varying form of the permeability model:
where κ cl (cm 2 ) is the permeability along the bed center-line (e.g., Eq. 3 and Eq. 4), R (cm) and L (cm) refer to the bed radius and length, respectively, and F 1 and F 2 have the forms:
where b 1 and b 2 , are dimensionless constants. Note that when b 1 =b 2 =1, Eq. 6 reduces to a constant. When using this formula, it is important to adjust κ cl to ensure the average permeability stays the same between cases.
Mixture Gas Viscosity
The viscosity for the three gases (i.e., H 2 , HD, D 2 ) is found using Wilke's formula [32] :
where indices i and j refer to each gas and
where M i (g/mole) refers to the molar mass of each gas. We should note that to evaluate the hydrogen viscosity, we use the Sutherland's relationship:
is the temperature, and n=0.68. The viscosities for the other two gases are scaled using hydrogen viscosity as:
with HD viscosity being evaluated similarly.
Mixture Gas Density
We evaluate the gas (mixture) density, based on the ideal gas law, based on the mass fraction the various gases, or:
Where R g =8.314 (J/mol-K) is the universal gas constant, and 
Volumetric Mass Source
In this work, we represent the volumetric mass source, as the sum of the production/depletion rate of each isotope times the corresponding atomic mass of the isotope or:
where M i (g/mole) refers to the molar mass of each isotope and the various rate equation (mol/cm 2 -sec) are as follows:
where coefficient k's (cm 3 /mol-s) are the kinetic reaction rates, ‫ܦܪ‪ൣ‬‬ ෪ ൧, ൣ‫ܪ‬ ଶ ෪ ൧, and ൣ‫ܦ‬ ଶ ෪ ൧ (mol/cm 3 ) are the molar densities of HD, H 2 , and D 2 , respectively. Moreover, ሾ‫ܪ‬ ௦ ሿ and ሾ‫ܦ‬ ௦ ሿ (mol/cm 2 ) are referred to as the adsorbed isotope concentrations. The relationships for k's as well as the equations for ሾ‫ܪ‬ ௦ ሿ and ሾ‫ܦ‬ ௦ ሿ are described in the Section 2.3.
Species Transport
To study the process of isotope exchange in a porous palladium bed, we used "The Transport of Concentrated Species Interface" in COMSOL 4.3 [30] . This interface can be used to model the evolution of concentrated solutions or gas mixtures due to advection and diffusion. The conservation of species equation can be written as:
where ρ is the gas mixture density, ω i (-) is the mass fraction for each species, i=H 2 , D 2 , and HD, ۸ ሬ ሬԦ (gm/cm-s) is the generalized transport flux vector and R i (gm/cm 2 -s) is the production rate of i. COMSOL 4.2a provides several options for J i which include Maxwell-Stefan (MS), Mixtureaveraged, and Fick's law. For this work, while we attempted to first use the MS equation, we found the simulated isotope mass fractions and molar concentrations using MS were incorrect. However, the Fick's law model appeared to produce correct results. The mass flux vector for the Fick's law, as implemented in COMSOL 4.3, can be written as:
where ‫ܦ‬ ி (cm 2 /s) is the diffusion coefficient for each isotope (here assumed to be isotropic) and M (g) is the mass fraction weighted molar mass and is defined as:
To find the mixture density, ρ, we use Eq. 10, and the H 2 diffusivity can be found using [33, p. 391]:
where p 0 (atm) is the atmospheric pressure. The diffusivity for the other two isotopes is scaled from that of hydrogen and the respective molecular masses as:
Finally, in the packed powder bed, the free-stream diffusivities are multiplied by the bed porosity (i.e., in essence D's can be thought of dispersion coefficients, even though tortuosity factor is not included).
Kinetics
In this section, we describe the kinetics of the isotope exchange by first describing the Reaction and then the Energetics involved in these processes.
Reactions
The general set of exchange reactions (for zero net gas sorption during exchange) is:
The isotope exchange is calculated using the technique described by Folz and Melius [28] in terms of a pair of ordinary differential equations for ሾ‫ܪ‬ ௦ ሿ and ሾ‫ܦ‬ ௦ ሿ as follows:
In this work the relationships among the various k's are defined as [15] :
An equation for k 1 is provided in [28] as:
where ν ௧ (cm/sec) is the mixture thermal velocity (defined below), c f is a dimensionless calibration factor that is also referred to as the sticking probability 1 and is on the order of 10 -7 , α=2.51 is the isotope exchange coefficient [34] , and N s (moles/cm 2 ) is the surface species concentration, where according to [28] it is defined as:
The mixture thermal velocity is defined as follows:
where the term in the radical represents the hydrogen thermal velocity.
Energetics
For the hydrogen dissolution reaction, H 2 +2V b 2H b , where the subscript "b" refers to bulk dissolution in moles per unit volume and V b is a vacancy in the bulk hydride material. Larson et al. [34] derive the equilibrium constant as:
This formulation reflects nonideality corrections where the actual enthalpies for V b and H b are
and 
and the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation
which yields
Here, ‫ݔ‬ ு and ‫ݔ‬ are the hydrogen and deuterium stoichiometry, respectively. For deuterium dissolution, the empirical equilibrium constant is
From which it follows:
For the full exchange reaction, the heat of reaction is simply the difference between these two equations or:
That is the enthalpy of exchange, based on this formulation, is independent of the compositions. We refer to ‫ܪ∆‬ as the solid phase enthalpy change. We should note that while although ‫ݔ‬ ு and ‫ݔ‬ are assumed to be constants, we generally assume that ‫ݔ‬ ு and ‫ݔ‬ are temperature dependent.
We will introduce the formulation for pressure/temperature-dependent stoichiometry later in this work.
For the gas phase reaction, ‫ܪ‬ ଶ + ‫ܦ‬ ଶ 2HD, the equilibrium constant is [28, Eq. 15]:
so the heat of reaction is simply ‫ܪ∆‬ = 78.096ܴ = 6.493 × 10
Now, for the F&M [28, Eq. 3a] reaction in. 21, the heat of reaction is:
and for the second reaction 22 [28, Eq. 3b ], the heat of reaction is:
As a check, note that the sum of Eqs. Error! Reference source not found. and Error! Reference source not found. is the reverse of the full exchange reaction of the preceding equation and that the heats of reaction relate correspondingly, i.e., Eq. 38.
However, this formulation assumes the effect of H and D concentration is the same, which unlikely given the different stoichiometry between equilibrium PdD x and PdH x . To account for the variation between x H and x D a normalization factor is formulated based on the stoichiometry differences. As a first guess, the adjusted heats of reaction become: 
where ‫̅ݔ‬ ு and ‫̅ݔ‬ are the equilibrium stoichiometric values for PdD x and PdH x at a given temperature and pressure the formulation of which are given in section 3.2.
Heat Transport
Assuming thermal equilibrium of the solid and gas (i.e., single temperature), the equation representing heat transfer in a saturated porous media, can be written as, Kaviany [31, Ch. 10]:
where ρ (g/cm 3 ) is density, C p (erg/g-K) refers to the constant pressure specific heat capacity, T (K) is the temperature, subscript eq and g respectively refer to equivalent and gas, K (erg/cm-s-K) is the thermal conductivity, and Q (erg/s-m 3 ) is the volumetric heat source. The equations for the equivalent (or effective) thermal properties, (ρC p ) eq and K eq , can be written as:
where θ is the bed porosity and subscript s refers to the porous solid. In this report, by solid, we are referring to palladium particles, with a density of ρ s =12.023 (g/cm 3 ).
Gas Specific Heat
We calculate the specific heat of gas mixture as: -K) is the temperature-dependent molar heat capacity for hydrogen. This is provided as tabular data in COMSOL and was included in the previous version of the model, ‫ܥ‬ , మ = 5200 (J/kg-K) is a constant, and ‫ܥ‬ ,ு ሺܶሻ is an arithmetic average of hydrogen and deuterium specific heats.
Solid Specific Heat
Initially, we assumed the solid (Pd) specific heat to simply be a constant ‫ܥ(‬ ,௦ =244 J/kg-K). However, we have updated the model to include the effect of the hydrogen content in the solid as:
Where ‫ܥ‬ ,ௗ =244 (J/kg-K), ‫ݔ‬ ு is the exchange stoichiometry (calculated separately and is a function of temperature and pressure), ‫ܯ‬ ௗ =106.42 (g/mole) is the molecular weight of the palladium. The term 4.187ሺ0.03083ܶ − 2.974ሻ is a linear fit to Mitacek and Aston [35] data.
Hydrogen and/or Deuterium Stoichiometry
In this work, the stoichiometry values for the Pd/H and Pd/D are either constant or vary with pressure and temperature. The specific values and/or forms used for various simulations are discussed in separate sections.
Heat Generation Term, Q
In this work, we define the volumetric power source as the production rate of [HD] (mol/cm 3 -s),
, times its heat of reaction minus the production rates of Pd-D and Pd-H (or 
Moreover, ‫ܪ∆‬ and ‫ܪ∆‬ are the gas phase and full exchange heats of reaction, i.e., the enthalpy change for the reactions, which were previously introduced.
COMSOL SIMULATIONS RESULTS
In this section we discuss the COMSOL simulations results for a number of cases. Each case, in general, is an attempt to compare COMSOL results to experimental data.
F&M Reverse Exchange
Our first test of the COMSOL isotope exchange model is the reverse reaction, i.e., H-to-D of Foltz and Melius (F&M) [28] . This case involves injection of D 2 into a tube filled with initially hydrided palladium powder. The model geometry comprised of a 20.3 cm long tube with a diameter of 1 cm. As in the F&M experiment, the tube inlet is subjected to a monotonically increasing pressure of 1124 torr at the start and ending with a pressure of 1128 torr at the end of the simulations. The tube exit was kept at a pressure of 753 torr, which was also the bed initial pressure. The experiment was nominally isothermal with an initial bed temperature of 299 K. Thus, we neglected the effect of heat transfer on the exchange process. Since we did not have access to the F&M experimental data, we inserted the image from their report for the H-to-D experiment and simulation. This image is shown in Figure 1 . In their simulation of the H-to-D experiment, they used a sticking probability of c f =2.6x10 -7 (α=2.4), where we also used the same values in our simulations and did not study the effects of varying them on our results. However, in the final memo of the FY12 work [36] , we showed increasing sticking probability, c f , tends to sharpen the gas partial pressure fronts. The COMSOL results in Figure 2 are clearly comparable to those of F&M in Figure 1 .That is, there is sharp decline in the H 2 partial pressure over time, as the D 2 isotope builds up. Moreover, from the experiment the cross-over time for the H→D is at ~200 torr between 8 and 9 minutes.
While the cross-over in our simulations is also at ~200 torr, the time is mainly affected by the choice of permeability model. The earliest cross-over time is directly based on the value of permeability, where we can see in Table 1 , κ D has the largest permeability and Eq. 4 the smallest.
In fact using κ D the cross-over time is at 8.7 min., which is closest to the F&M data. We also note that using κ D D 2 partial pressure after 45 min. is closest to that of F&M. Finally, the peak HD partial pressure is ~350 torr which is fairly close to the model curves of F&M in Figure 1. For all cases, we assumed a particle diameter of 138 µm. Based on the Pd mass and the standard density for Pd, we estimated a bed porosity of θ=0.53. Additionally, we assumed isothermal condition for all cases.
Recent F&M-like Experiments
Steve Rice also provided us with an equation to calculate the stoichiometry of the palladium for these particular cases. The suggested equation is as follows:
Where p (atm) is the pressure, A, B, and C are constants are listed below, and x represents the H(D)/Pd atomic molar ratio (i.e., the stoichiometry). Finally, it is worth mentioning that in our model, we define
ܰ ௦ a constant, when x ത ୈ is also a constant. However, when x ത ୈ ሺTሻ, as in Eq. 51, ܰ ௦ will then vary with temperature as well.
T=80 o C
Our previous experience with the F&M model was that the two major parameters controlling the solution are the bed permeability, κ, and the sticking probability, c f (parameter p in [28] ). Using bed porosity of θ=0.53 along with the lower and upper particle sizes of 127 and 145 µm, respectively, the corresponding bed permeability values, using Eqs. 3 and 4, become κ=6.26x10 -7 and κ=8.17x10 -7 (cm 2 ), respectively. For our first test of the model, we set particle size to 138 µm, yielding, κ=7.4x10 -7 (cm 2 ). Using this κ value and the sticking probability, p f =2.6x10 -7 (i.e., the same value as the one used in F&M test). While keeping the bed isothermal, we noticed that the simulated isotope exchange (i.e., D-to-H) completes in less than 100-200 sec., which is much earlier than the experimental data. Based on our experience simulating the earlier F&M simulations, this response indicated to us that perhaps the bed permeability is too large. So, we decided to scale the bed permeability. Figure 3 compares several simulated D 2 mole fraction histories (at the tube exit) to that of experimental data. In this figure, p f and c f refer to factor (constant multipliers) for the bed permeability and sticking probability, respectively, we can see that a p f =0.14 (κ=1.04x10 -7 (cm 2 )), results in a relatively good match of the data. We can see from the figure that the experimental D 2 mole fraction is not initially at 1.0 (mainly because we are not modeling the long inlet and outlet tubes 2 ) and we made no attempt to either adjust our simulation or the data for a match. Decreasing and increasing the p f values to 0.13 (κ=9.62x10 -8 (cm 2 )) and 0.15 (κ=1.11x10 -7 (cm 2 )), respectively, results in either later or earlier decline in D 2 over time. Next, we tested the effects of c f (i.e., sticking probability) on our simulations, where we decreased and increased this parameter by 25%, respectively. The simulations results along with the experimental data are displayed in Figure 4 . We should note that based on the results in Figure 3 , chose p f =0.14. As we mentioned earlier, increasing c f generally tends to sharpen the exchange curve (i.e., steeper slope), while decreasing it results in a shallower slope. This effect can be seen for the small range of variation used for c f , where a slightly smaller c f =0.75 (p~2x10 -7 ) results in a better match of the experimental data during the early phase of exchange. However the rate of D 2 depletion (after ~1,300 sec.), is slower than those of simulations.
Choosing p f =0.14 and c f =0.75, Figure 5 compares the simulated and experimental mole fraction for all three isotopes. Considering the time at which HD mole fraction peaks (i.e., D 2 and H 2 curves cross over), before this peak time the data and simulation compare fairly well, even though the simulated peak HD mole fraction is ~13% larger than the experiment. Moreover, the cross-over time is ~1270 sec. for the experiment and 1275 sec. for the simulation. After this time simulated HD and H 2 drop and rise, respectively, fairly quickly, but the experimental data shows a wider distribution. These differences could be due to variability in bed permeability over time or other mechanisms that our model is not currently considering. 
T=29
o C Next, we simulated the 29 o C experiments. Since the flow conditions for this experiment were the same as the previous case, in our model we only changed the temperature and the Pd/H and Pd/D constants and essentially repeated the simulations. Experimental data (e.g., see Figure 6 ) showed that the lowering the experiment's temperature results in quicker drop-off in the D 2 mole fraction history. After a number of test simulations, we decided to use p f =0.1 (k=7.4x10 -8 (cm 2 )) and study the effects of c f on the simulations. These results are depicted in Figure 6 . We can see that using c f =1, as was used for the T=80 O C cases, results in D 2 mole fraction remaining near the maximum values of 1.0 for a relatively long period of time, while the data shows D 2 begins to decline fairly quickly. Accordingly, reducing c f down to 0.1, the simulated breakthrough curve is closer to that of the experiments. However, the simulation shows a faster decline in D 2 history than does the experiment. To illustrate the effects of bed permeability, Figure 7 shows that decreasing or increasing p f by 25%, results in fairly big differences between the simulations and the experimental data. Figure 8 shows the simulated fits to the experimental data for all three isotopes, using p f =0.1 and c f =0.1. The predicted peak HD mole fraction is a little less than 10% larger than that of the experiments. In addition, this peak time, which is also the time when D 2 and H 2 curves cross, occurs earlier in the simulation (1,425 sec.) than does in the experiment (~1,445 sec.). We can also see other differences in the H 2 and HD curves. Nevertheless, we did not attempt to get a better fit between the simulation and the experiment, since there are other uncertainties in our model that need to be first addressed before attempting to reduce the difference in simulation with the experiment. 
T=-19 o C
Our final case for these series of simulations is a relatively low temperature experiment (T=-19 o C). This was a much tougher case, trying to match the simulation with the experiment. Experimental data illustrated a fairly rapid drop in D 2 . That is, the exchange occurs almost instantaneously where H 2 begin to build up. Moreover, the initial D 2 mole fraction was closer to 0.63 as opposed to 1.0. Based on our experience from the previous two cases, we decided to consider even smaller p f and c f values. Figure 9 compares the experimental D 2 history for c f =0.01 (i.e. , p=2.6x10 -8 ) and three different p f values. Clearly, the best match between the data and simulation is for p f =0.05 and c f =0.01. For this parameters combinations the overall shape and slope of the simulated D 2 curve is fairly close to the experiments. Moreover, the simulation initially has mole fraction of 1.0, which drops fairly quickly. As an aside, we also tried setting the initial D 2 mole fraction to be close to that of the data, but that did not make a difference with respect to the long term response of the mole fraction history. Figure 10 shows the simulated mole fraction histories for the three isotopes, along with the experimental data. It is obvious that even though we have a relatively good fit for the D 2 , the fits for the other two isotopes are fairly poor. In fact, while H 2 is under-predicted, the simulated HD over-predicts the data. We must note that we were able to get better fit for the H 2 , using p f =0.1, however, as shown in Figure 9 , this p f value results in fairly poor D 2 fit.
Since the kinetic reaction rates, k -1 and k -2 are temperature-dependent, next we decided to examine the effects of using constant k -1 and k -2 , where we let k 2 =λk 1 , k -1 =λαk 1 , and k -2 =αk 1 , where λ=1.81 and now let α=2.51. The results for this simulation, using the same p f and c f values as in Figure 10 , are displayed in Figure 11 . We now see a slightly better match for the HD and also towards the end of the simulation H 2 mole fraction is a lot closer to the experiment. However, the D 2 fit is no longer as good. Although we were able to improve the D 2 fit using p f =0.075, but then H 2 is somewhat over-predicted. We think it might be a better idea to use the constant reaction rates for the lower temperature experiments. 
Simulations of NENG-7 Experiments
A photograph of one of NENG-7 experiments is shown in Figure 12 . Frost is evident as this was a picture from a cryogenic run. This experimental setup is such that it much more thoroughly exercises the COMSOL model. Specifically, its geometry and time scale result in a notably large thermal response in the Pd bed. Furthermore, as it is a blowdown experiment, there is a highly variable pressure and temperature inlet boundary condition and the whole exchange is completed in well under 5 seconds (as opposed to 1500 s for the F&M experiment). 
NENG-7 Boundary Conditions
The flow boundary conditions included time dependent pressures at the inlet and outlet boundaries (see Figure 13 ) and primarily consisted of the same values as those of NENG-7 experiment and fitted to NETFLOW. Note that while the pressures in this figure are in psi, in our model the unit for pressure is barye. For the heat equation, the inlet boundary also used the same time dependent temperature as that of NENG-7 experiment and was previously fitted by the NETFLOW model ( Figure 14 ) and the outlet bed boundary has a zero heat flux. 
Model Geometry
Our COMSOL model of NENG-7 simulations is presented in Figure 15 . The model geometry is 2D axi-symmetric and is comprised of 1.778 cm in radius and 3.53 cm long Pd bed. To mimic the heat sink, we have surrounded the bed with a layer of stainless steel. The bed mass 102 grams with a porosity of θ=0.75, with particle specific surface of S A =3,3063.25 cm -1 (i.e., a bed specific surface area of 1,100 m 2 /kg). The mesh is comprised of 3,226 quadrilateral elements that are uniform having a size of 0.05 cm.
NENG-7-7 Experimental Comparison
In this section, we discuss the results for a series of COMSOL simulations to predict the data from NENG-7 experiments. Since these experiments were performed under non-isothermal conditions, the temperature histories for number of thermocouple locations are available. Moreover, we were also provided with the experimental mole fraction histories for the three species. We start with treating the bed as isothermal.
Isothermal Simulations
To remove the uncertainties associated with our inlet temperature boundary condition as well as the various thermals (bed and gas) properties, we first considered the bed to be at a constant temperature of 28 o C. Figure 16 compares the mole fraction histories for the three isotopes, at the midpoint of the bed exit, for the COMSOL simulation and experimental data. Although we performed a series of simulations where we varied the bed permeability and the sticking probability, here we are showing the results for one of the cases where the simulation and data compare relatively good. For this case, bed permeability, κ=2.68x10 -10 cm 2 and the sticking probability, c f =5.2x10 -7 . We can see that for this choice of κ and c f combinations, D 2 decline starts a bit later than what the experiment shows which naturally result in H 2 build up to be later. As previously discussed, the sticking probability, c f , tends to control how sharp the isotope exchange curves are. To illustrate this, Figure 17 shows the mole fraction histories for a using κ=2.72x10 -10 cm 2 and c f =2.6x10 -7 , 5.2x10 -7 , and 7.8x10 -7 . Examining the HD curves, as c f increases, there is a smaller spread of the HD isotope, which also affects the shape if the curves for the other two isotopes. It is interesting that if the sticking probability temporally varies, we might be able to obtain a better match of the experimental data. 
Non-isothermal Simulations
It is known that the packing process causes the particle density and thus permeability of the bed vary axially and radially. This causes the flow through the bed to vary radial and produces a curved reaction front observed from neutron radiography measurements provided to us. Figure  18 shows one of these measurements for a similar type of experiment. The dark area is the reacted region and the lighter area is the region that has not yet reacted. As a first attempt to account for the variable particle density, we apply Eqs. 5 and 6 to the bed permeability with values for b 1 and b 2 of 1.3 and 1.15. In the following cases, we use the gas specific heat from Eq. 46 and the heat generation from Eqs. 43 and 44. The fitting parameters p f and c f are set to 3.5 and 2.75, respectively. To address the continued issue with temperature, we vary the bed thermal conductivity to see the effect on the temperature and reaction front curvature. Figure 19 shows the reaction front at a time of 1 s for the cases with uniform and nonuniform bed permeability and various thermal conductivities. Varying the thermal conductivities allows us to examine the lack of agreement with the temperature at all thermal couples and allows us to see how the greater spread of heat affects the reaction front.
For the case with uniform bed permeability (Figure 19-A) , the reaction front is not flat, but instead reacts faster at the outer wall. This is due to higher temperatures in the center of the bed causing the gas to expand and pushing the flow more towards the outer wall. The effect is greater at lower thermal conductivities since the temperature variation radially is greater for a lower thermal conductivity.
For the case with non-uniform bed permeability, three thermal conductivities for the porous bed are examined: K eq the conductivity based on effective medium theory from Eq. 45 (Figure 19-B) , four times K eq (Figure 19-C) , and ten times K eq (Figure 19-D) . As the thermal conductivity is increased, the flow to the outer wall is reduced since the radial temperature gradient is reduced. Additionally, the non-uniform bed permeability reduces the permeability and thus flow at the outer wall causing a reaction front that is faster in the center of the bed. The temperature histories for case (A) the uniform bed permeability with 4 times K eq and nonuniform bed permeability cases (B) with conductivities of K eq and (C) with 4 times K eq for the first center thermocouple (TC5) are plotted in Figure 20 . Case (A) shows a maximum temperature similar to the measurement data, but reaches that temperature faster and the temperature decays faster. However, this case does not have the expected reaction front curvature. Case (B) reaches a much higher maximum temperature, though at a similar time, and the temperature decays more slowly. This case also does not have the expected reaction front profile, though it is better that case (A). Case (C) has a slightly lower maximum temperature and reaches that temperature earlier and the temperature decays more quickly. This case also shows a double peak, which may not be observable on a thermocouple. This case has closer to the expected reaction front profile. The later temperature peak between cases (A) and (C) is caused by the reduced centerline permeability in case (C) to keep the average permeability constant between the cases. The later temperature peak between cases (C) and (B) is due to the lower thermal conductivity increasing the time it takes for heat to transfer axially to the position of the thermocouple. These results lead us to believe there may be an issue with the heat transfer in our model reducing the axial/radial heat flow. This may be caused by the use of a one temperature model that assumes the gas and solid in the porous region has the same temperature at any given point.
The predicted mass fraction time histories for cases (A), (B), and (C) are plotted in Figure 21 . We can now see how the radial variation in temperature and non-uniform bed permeability cause assymetry in the mass fraction time histories. Cases (B) and (C) show more similarity with the data and case (C) is plotted with the data in Figure 22 . This figure shows a good agreement with the data, which can likely be tuned to fit better. The predicted temperature histories for case (C) are plotted along with the measured data for each thermocouple location along the centerline ( Figure 23 ) and along the outer wall ( Figure 24 ). It is interesting to note that the two thermocouples halfway and three quarters of the way through the bed length do not show the same decay as the thermocouple one quarter of the way through the bed length both in the center and outer wall location. This is likely due to the inlet gas cooling the beginning of the bed and the bed heating the gas so that later in the bed the cooling effects of the gas are much reduced. For this case, our model is not properly accounting for this effect. Our model is showing the highest peak temperature at the mid-length position and earlier peaking times for all locations. For this case, the temperatures at the center line still show higher peak values and the temperatures at the outer wall show lower peak values. Although the temperature histories are not too far off, there is still much room for improvement. However, the discrepancies in the temperatures seem to only have a small effect on the mass fraction output, which is the quantity of interest for these systems. 
No Reaction Flow Through Study
In an effort to better understand the issues with the temperature histories, case (C) with no reaction is compared to temperature data from a H 2 flow through test on a PdH bed. NENG-7-12-CO experiment involved passing H 2 through a NENG7 bed where the bed started out with "almost" pure H 2 . The experiment would then involve heat released as a result of pressure change from the H 2 supply followed by the subsequent pressure drop and cooling of the bed. In this work, we use the experimental temperature histories at various thermocouple locations to test our COMSOL model, when there is isotope exchange.
The experimental temperature histories at various thermocouple (TC) locations are shown in Figure 25 and Figure 26 . Thermocouples TC1, TC3, and TC5 are located along the bed axis of symmetry at ¾, ½, and ¼ locations along the bed height, respectively ( Figure 25 ). Thermocouples TC2, TC4, and TC6 are located near the right boundary of the bed at ¾, ½, and ¼ locations along the bed height, respectively ( Figure 26 ). From these figures, we can see that temperature rise at various thermocouple locations is between ~9 to 14 o C (that is from an average initial temperature of ~19 o C to a peak temperature of ~33 o C). Moreover, while we see slightly more variations in the peak temperature among TC5, TC3, and TC1, the variations among the thermocouples on near outer boundary of the bed (i.e., TC2, TC4, and TC6) is less. Although the long-term temperature drop for TC5 is greatest among all other thermocouples, the other thermocouples appear to settle around 14-16 o C. This response indicates to us that the bed is heating up and cooling off fairly uniformly. Another interesting observation is that the temperature rise for all thermocouples is nearly the same. That is, as though there was no delay in the bed heating and the entire bed started to heat up almost instantaneously. Closer inspection of the data indicated that the rise time differences among the various thermocouples were relatively small, i.e., for all practical purpose the rise times were nearly the same. The measured and predicted temperature histories are plotted in Figs. 27 and 28 for the centerline and outer wall thermocouples, respectively. For this case, we now see a longer temperature ramp up and decay in the model rather than in the measurement as was seen before. Additionally, the measured temperature histories are very similar between all the thermocouples, while there are significant differences in the modeled temperatures at these locations. Finally, the boundary conditions applied to this case do not seem to be the same given that the temperatures the thermocouples are decaying to is significantly lower than that in the model. 
CONCLUSIONS
Sandia researchers have implemented a palladium hydride isotope exchange simulation to account for previously inaccessible multi-dimensional effects. The multiphysics 2D axisymmetric model simulates the temperature and pressure dependent exchange reaction kinetics, pressure and isotope dependent stoichiometry, heat generation from the reaction, reacting gas flow through porous media, and non-uniformities in the bed permeability. The new model is now able to replicate the curved reaction front and asymmetry of the exit gas mass fractions over time. The improved understanding of the exchange process and its dependence on the nonuniform bed properties and temperatures in these larger systems is critical to the future design of such systems. Improvements are still needed to correctly model the temperature histories across the entire particle bed, but comparisons of the quantity of interest, mass fraction output of the gases, are promising in their agreements with the measurements.
